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1 Executive summary  
In the industrial environment, especially in the process industries, data collection and analysis 
become more and more important. One challenge in the data collection process is the occurrence of 
rare process states or corrupted data, which have a severe impact on the data analysis. These data 
points are commonly called outliers or anomalies. 

This report sums up the progress on integrating anomaly detection methods into the software 
package ClearVu Analytics. In the previous work, anomaly detection methods have been compared 
and the most promising one (a regression based statistical comparison of residuals using an extreme 
studentised deviation test) has been integrated into ClearVu Analytics. The basis for the selection has 
been set in previous work as described in D2.2. 

First, we describe the algorithm which has been implemented. Next, we show how it was integrated 
into ClearVu Analytics and how it can be applied to anomaly detection tasks. The effectiveness of the 
method has been validated using well known examples like the Yahoo data set. A test on a use case 
of this project has not yet been carried out because of insufficient data.  

2 Anomaly Detection Method 
One of the main tasks in anomaly detection is to find anomalies in a given univariate time series. In 
order to achieve such a task, the following method has been developed. 

The main idea is to train a regression model on the time series which is able to predict the next time 
point depending on the time points in a small fixed time window 𝑤𝑤 before the new time point. This 
implies that the model learns certain patterns in the time series. Thus, an anomaly can be detected if 
the predicted value is significantly different from the observed one. It is possible to detect collective 
anomalies if the small input pattern has not been observed multiple times and therefore the 
prediction is expected to deviate from the real observation. Because of the limitation of the window 
size, deviations in pattern length which exceed the input window cannot be detected.  

After selecting a window size 𝑤𝑤 a model is trained and is used to reconstruct the time series. The 
residuals 𝑅𝑅 = {𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖}𝑖𝑖=𝑤𝑤+1𝑛𝑛 = {𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖}𝑖𝑖=𝑤𝑤+1𝑛𝑛  are then collected to find anomalies. Here, 𝑛𝑛  is the 
number of data points, 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖denotes the model prediction and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  the observed value. The generalised 
extreme studentised deviate (ESD) test is applied to detect outliers in 𝑅𝑅. The hypotheses of ESD [1] 
are:  

𝐻𝐻0: There are no anomalies in the data. 

𝐻𝐻𝛼𝛼: There are up to 𝑘𝑘 percent of anomalies. 

In ESD, only an upper bound is required for the suspected number of outliers and not the exact 
number of outliers. The test is performed in an iterative manner:  

In each step, the extreme value 𝑟𝑟∗ = arg max𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖∈𝑅𝑅 |𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 − �̅�𝑟| with sample mean �̅�𝑟 is checked against the 
null hypothesis. The test statistic is: 

𝑇𝑇 =
max{|𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 − �̅�𝑟|: 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑅}

𝑠𝑠
=
𝑟𝑟∗

𝑠𝑠
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where 𝑠𝑠 is the sample standard deviation. At the significance level 𝛼𝛼, the test statistics 𝑇𝑇 is tested 
against the critical value: 

𝜆𝜆 =
(𝑛𝑛 − 1)𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝,𝑛𝑛−2

𝑛𝑛�𝑛𝑛 − 2 + 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝,𝑛𝑛−2
2

, 𝑝𝑝 = 1 −
𝛼𝛼

2𝑛𝑛
,𝑛𝑛 = |𝑅𝑅| 

with 𝑛𝑛 denoting the size of the data set and 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝,𝑛𝑛−2 denoting the 100 − 𝑝𝑝 percentage point of the t-
distribution with 𝑛𝑛 − 2 degrees of freedom [1]. The null hypothesis 𝐻𝐻0 is rejected when 𝑇𝑇 > 𝜆𝜆. 
Regardless of the decision on 𝐻𝐻0, the current extreme value 𝑟𝑟∗ is removed from 𝑅𝑅 and the same 
procedure is repeated on the remaining 𝑛𝑛′ = 𝑛𝑛 − 1 data points. The iteration stops when at most 𝑘𝑘 
percent of the data points have been removed from the initial 𝑅𝑅. Outliers are the removed data 
points on which the null hypothesis is rejected. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the ESD 
algorithm. 

Algorithm 1.Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the ESD algorithm 

 

This approach has been tested against other approaches and overall good performance of this 
approach has been published in [2].   

3 Implementation 
ClearVu Analytics supplies a graphical user interface as well as a command-line tool for carrying out 
various tasks in the field of data analytics. As the main field of applications of anomaly detection is a 
recurrent task and needs to be integrated into existing workflows, we decided to implement the 
prototype of the anomaly detection into the command-line tool.  

In order to integrate the anomaly detection into ClearVu Analytics the following steps have been 
carried out: 

• Transform the univariate time series into a data matrix as a basis to train a regression model. 
• Train different models and select one for the given task. 
• Apply the ESD algorithm and present the results. 

The transformation has been implemented and is done automatically prior to the modelling step. In 
order to train the models, the core functionality of ClearVu Analytics is connected to the anomaly 
detection task. Different modelling approaches can be trained simultaneously. For each approach the 

1: procedure ESD(𝑘𝑘,  𝑅𝑅)  

2:   𝑛𝑛 =  |𝑅𝑅|, 𝑁𝑁 = ⌈𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝑛𝑛⌉, 𝑞𝑞 = 0 

3:   for 𝑖𝑖 = 1,  2,  ⋯ ,  𝑁𝑁 do 

4:    calculate 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖∗ and 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖  
5:    𝒟𝒟 = 𝒟𝒟 ∖ {𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖∗} 

6:   𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛 − 1 

7:   if 
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
∗

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑠𝑠)
> 𝜆𝜆 then 𝑞𝑞 = 𝑖𝑖 

8:  next 

9:  return �𝑟𝑟1
∗ , 𝑟𝑟2

∗ ,⋯ , 𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞∗� 
10: end 
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hyperparameters of the modelling algorithm are optimised. The objective of the optimisation is the 
minimisation of the error on the validation parts of a cross-validation. The final models are compared 
and the most generalising model is selected to be used to generate the sets of residuals for the ESD 
algorithm. The ESD algorithm has been integrated into ClearVu Analytics producing the desired 
results which are available after running the command-line tool. 

4 Usage 
The command-line tool of ClearVu Analytics is available for Windows and Linux. It is called with a 
control file that contains all necessary information to carry out a given task [3]. A control file is a xml 
file. The control file for an anomaly detection task looks as follows: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>  
<Anomaly name="yahoo_r_1"> 
 <DataObject> 
  <File name="real_1.csv" type="txt" header="true”/> 
 </DataObject> 
 <VariableSetObject> 
  <VariableObject name="value" type="real" min="0.0" max="1.0" /> 
 </VariableSetObject> 
 <ModelObject name="rf" output="Vplus1" type="RRandomForestModel"> 
  <TaskParameter name="DataSplit">NuTenTimesCross</TaskParameter> 
  <TaskParameter name="DoOptimize">TRUE</TaskParameter> 
  <ModelParameter name="ntree">500</ModelParameter> 
 </ModelObject> 
 <ModelObject name="mlp" output="Vplus1" type="MLPModel"> 
  <TaskParameter name="DataSplit">NuTenTimesCross</TaskParameter> 
  <TaskParameter name="DoOptimize">TRUE</TaskParameter> 
 </ModelObject> 
 <GlobalParameters> 
  <OutFile name="Yahoo_R1_Result.xml" exportCSV="TRUE"/> 
  <TaskParameter name="window">25</TaskParameter> 
  <TaskParameter name="k">10</TaskParameter> 
  <TaskParameter name="alpha">0.05</TaskParameter> 
 </GlobalParameters> 
</Anomaly> 

 

The first tag, which needs to be set, is Anomaly in order to set the task. Next, we need to set the 
path to the univariate time series which is done in the DataObject section. The user can choose 
which modelling algorithms to use. Each algorithm, which is intended to be used, is added by a 
ModelObject section. The details to set up such sections are described in the ClearVu Analytics 
manual. The anomaly detection algorithm itself has some parameters which can be set in the 
GlobalParameters section. The parameters are: 

• window: The size of the window of values which are used to predict the next value. The 
default is 25. 

• k: The maximal number of anomalies to look for. The default is 5. 
• alpha: The confidence level. The default is 0.05. 
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The results are stored in a xml file (OutFile) and in a csv file. The xml file contains information 
about the models regarding their quality. This file can be imported into ClearVu Analytics for further 
analysis of the models. The csv file contains a series of zeros and ones labelling each time point as no 
anomaly (0) or potential anomaly (1). The header of the file contains the name of the model finally 
used. 

This enables a user to integrate an anomaly detection task into an existing workflow by storing time 
series into a defined place and calling the command-line tool with a template of an anomaly task 
detection control file. The results can be further processed as needed depending on the overall task. 

5 Summary and Outlook 
This report documents the efforts to integrate anomaly detection into ClearVu Analytics. The first 
step was to decide which method to implement first. Based on the research done before, we decided 
to implement a method based on training regression models and applying an extreme studentised 
deviate test to find anomalies. We integrated this into ClearVu Analytics in a way that users can 
integrate this task into their existing workflows easily.  

The implementation has been tested on academic examples but it was not possible to test it within 
CoPro use cases so far as the available data is not sufficient. We plan to test the implementation as 
soon as the data is available. 

Depending on the acceptance of the users it is planned to add further methods for anomaly 
detection and to add a module to the graphical user interface to give users the ability to analyse 
results even more easily. 
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